RATING OF PERCEIVED EXERTION AS A TOOL FOR PRESCRIBING AND SELF-REGULATING INTERVAL TRAINING: A PILOT STUDY
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ABSTRACT: The aim of the present study was to analyze the usefulness of the 6-20 rating of perceived exertion (RPE) scale for prescribing and self-regulating high-intensity interval training (HIT) in young individuals. Eight healthy young subjects (age = 27.5±6.7 years) performed maximal graded exercise testing to determine their maximal and reserve heart rate (HR). Subjects then performed two HIT sessions (20 min on a treadmill) prescribed and regulated by their HR (HR: 1 min at 50% alternated with 1 min at 85% of reserve HR) or RPE (RPE: 1 minute at the 9-11 level [very light-fairly light] alternated with 1 minute at the 15-17 level [hard-very hard]) in random order. HR response and walking/running speed during the 20 min of exercise were compared between sessions. No significant difference between sessions was observed in HR during low- (HR: 135±15 bpm; RPE: 138±20 bpm) and high-intensity intervals (HR: 168±15 bpm; RPE: 170±18 bpm). Walking/running speed during low- (HR: 5.7±1.2 km·h⁻¹; RPE: 5.7±1.3 km·h⁻¹) and high-intensity intervals (HR: 7.8±1.9 km·h⁻¹; RPE: 8.2±1.7 km·h⁻¹) was also not different between sessions. No significant differences were observed in HR response and walking/running speed between HIT sessions prescribed and regulated by HR or RPE. This finding suggests that the 6-20 RPE scale may be a useful tool for prescribing and self-regulating HIT in young subjects.


requires expensive equipment and has measurements (VO₂ or ventilatory thresholds) dependent on calibration procedures before testing [21, 22]. These limitations may reduce subjects' access to exercise testing, and consequently access to HIT.

Rating of perceived exertion (RPE) is a simple and inexpensive measure that is associated with HR, VO₂, and lactate and ventilatory thresholds [23-27]. Furthermore, the association of RPE with exercise intensity appears to remain stable regardless of training and health status [25, 27-29] and is sensitive to training-induced threshold changes [26]. These advantages make the RPE scale an attractive option for exercise prescription and self-regulation. In this regard, previous studies support the usefulness of RPE for prescribing and self-regulating CME in different populations [30-32]. Moreover, although the association between RPE and HR/blood lactate during an HIT session was previously reported [24], the usefulness of the RPE scale [33] to prescribe and self-regulate HIT has not been studied.

Considering the above-mentioned greater HIT health-related benefits, the disadvantages of methods commonly used to prescribe HIT, and the convenience of using RPE, studies in this field are welcome. Thus, the purpose of the present study was to analyze the usefulness of the RPE scale [33] for prescribing and self-regulating HIT by comparing HR response and exercise intensity (walking/running speed) during a HIT session prescribed and regulated by HRRESERVE or RPE. We hypothesized that the HR response and exercise intensity would be similar between sessions, which would support the usefulness of the RPE scale for prescribing and self-regulating HIT in young sedentary subjects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Population and study design. We studied 8 healthy young college subjects (5 women). A structured history, medical record review and physical evaluation were performed before study participation to document symptoms, history of chronic diseases, current medication, cardiac risk factors, and cardiac events and procedures. Subjects with musculoskeletal limitations to physical exercise, uncontrolled cardiovascular or metabolic disease, insulin-dependent diabetes, chronic psychological disorders, cardiac disease or taking any drug that could potentially influence cardiovascular response to exercise were excluded from the study. All volunteers were physically inactive (no involvement in regular physical activity or exercise programme during the previous 6 months) and had blood pressure below 130/80 mmHg (measures on two different occasions in triplicate at 2-minute intervals). Participants were then referred for maximal graded exercise testing (GXT) to determine HR dynamics. After GXT, volunteers were randomized one by one to a HIT session prescribed and regulated by HRRESERVE or RPE response. All volunteers performed the two HIT sessions between 3 and 7 days after the randomization, and there was an interval of at least 2 days between HIT sessions (Figure 1). HR and exercise intensity (walking/running speed) were collected throughout the 20 min of exercise and were compared between sessions. This study was approved by the ethics committee board at our institution. All volunteers read a detailed description of the protocol and provided their written informed consent. The characteristics of the subjects included in the study are summarized in Table 1.

Graded exercise testing (GXT)
The volunteers performed a maximal, symptom-limited treadmill test (between 1600 and 1800 hours) using a Heck-modified protocol at controlled room temperature (20-23°C) before participation in HIT sessions as previously described [34]. Cardiac rhythm was continuously monitored by electrocardiogram in 12 derivations and recorded for 10 s at the end of rest, end of each warm-up and exercise stage, and at the end of each minute of the recovery phase. Subjects were told to avoid caffeine and alcoholic beverages for 24 hours and to have a light meal up to 2 hours before the GXT. Age-predicted maximal HR was determined using a standardized equation [35].

HIT sessions
The two HIT sessions (between 1600 and 1800 hours) were performed at controlled room temperature (20-23°C) and consisted of 20-min HIT controlled and regulated by HRRESERVE or RPE. Subjects were told to avoid caffeine and alcoholic beverages for 24 hours and to have a light meal up to 2 hours before each HIT session. The intensity of the HIT session prescribed and regulated by HRRESERVE was determined according to the HR dynamics during the GXT, and consisted of 20 min on a treadmill with intensity alternating between ~50% (1 min) and ~85% (1 min) of HRRESERVE [36]. The intensity of the HIT session prescribed and regulated by RPE was based on the association between RPE and HRRESERVE [37], and consisted of 20 min on a treadmill with intensity alternating 9-11 (1 min) and 15-17 (1 min) in the 15-point RPE scale [33]. The same 5 min warm-up and cool-down were performed and the individual’s HR was monitored (Polar S810i, Polar Electro, Kempele, Finland) throughout the two HIT sessions. The treadmill speed of the HRRESERVE HIT session was regulated by an exercise specialist according to the volunteers’ HR response during exercise. The treadmill speed of the RPE session was self-regulated by the volunteer according to the RPE perception during exercise. All volunteers were blinded to the treadmill speed during both the HR and the RPE session. The mean HR during the last 10 s of each interval and the speed at the end of the interval were used for comparisons between HIT sessions.

Statistical methods
All data are reported as mean ± SD. The statistical program SPSS 12.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used for statistical analysis. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was applied to ensure a Gaussian distribution of the results. Paired Student’s t test was used to analyse the differences between interventions (HRRESERVE vs. RPE). The significance level was set at p < 0.05.
RPE and high-intensity interval training

RESULTS

All subjects achieved at least 95% of age-predicted maximal HR (102 ± 5.1%) and 18 points (19.1 ± 0.8) on the RPE scale during GXT (Table 1), suggesting that tests were maximal [38]. The 50% and 85% of HR\textsubscript{RESERVE} calculated for the training session were 131.9 ± 3.1 bpm and 174.2 ± 5.3 bpm, respectively. All volunteers performed the two HIT sessions, whereas three of them performed the first HIT session prescribed by HR\textsubscript{RESERVE} (Figure 1).

No significant differences in HR were observed between HIT sessions prescribed and regulated by HR\textsubscript{RESERVE} or RPE (Figure 2). HR values at low-intensity intervals (~50% of HR\textsubscript{RESERVE} or 9-11 points on the RPE scale) were 135 ± 15 bpm and 138 ± 20 bpm (P = 0.36), whereas HR values at high-intensity intervals (~85% of HR\textsubscript{RESERVE} or 15-17 points on the RPE scale) were 168 ± 15 bpm and 170 ± 18 bpm (P = 0.38) during HIT sessions prescribed and regulated by HR\textsubscript{RESERVE} or RPE, respectively.

No significant differences in walking/running speed were also observed between HIT sessions prescribed and regulated by HR\textsubscript{RESERVE} or RPE (Figure 2). Walking speed at low-intensity intervals (~50% of HR\textsubscript{RESERVE} or 9-11 points on the RPE scale) were 5.7 ± 1.2 km·h\textsuperscript{-1} and 5.7 ± 1.3 km·h\textsuperscript{-1} (P > 0.81), whereas running speed at high-intensity intervals (~85% of HR\textsubscript{RESERVE} or 15-17 points on the RPE scale) were 7.8 ± 1.9 km·h\textsuperscript{-1} and 8.2 ± 1.7 km·h\textsuperscript{-1} (P = 0.25) during HIT sessions prescribed and regulated by HR\textsubscript{RESERVE} or RPE, respectively.

DISCUSSION

To the best of our knowledge, this is a pioneering study in analysing the usefulness of the 6-20 RPE scale [33] for prescribing and self-regulating HIT in young sedentary individuals. The data analyses showed no significant differences in HR response and walking/running speed between HIT sessions prescribed and regulated by HR or RPE. This finding suggests that the RPE scale is a simple, inexpensive and useful tool for prescribing and self-regulating HIT in young subjects.

Independent of the method of exercise training, the prescription of adequate intensity is crucial to obtain both an acceptable training stimulus and reasonable control of the exercise-related risk [37]. Although HIT models that involve maximal efforts have been used [18, 19], most studies with healthy sedentary individuals and populations with chronic diseases have used HIT models with bouts of high-intensity submaximal exercise (~85% to 95% of maximal heart rate [HR\textsubscript{MAX}] or oxygen consumption [VO\textsubscript{2MAX}], or ~80% to 90% of HR\textsubscript{RESERVE}), with the HR response being the tool used to guide the

### TABLE 1. Subjects characteristics and graded exercise testing parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable (N = 8)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Mass Index (kg·m\textsuperscript{-2})</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist Circumference (cm)</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic Blood Pressure (mmHg)</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic Blood Pressure (mmHg)</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise duration (min)</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal Heart Rate (bpm)</td>
<td>192.4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of Maximal Heart Rate Predicted (%)</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal Speed (km·h\textsuperscript{-1})</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating of Perceived Exertion</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 1. Study design.
Note: HR: heart rate. RPE: rating of perceived exertion.

FIG. 2. Heart rate (left panel) and walking/running speed (right panel) during HIT session prescribed and regulated by heart rate (HR session) or rating of perceived exertion (RPE session) response. No significant differences were observed between sessions.
exercise session [8-12, 16, 17, 24]. However, the use of HR to guide HIT has limitations that include the use of cardiopulmonary testing to prescribe exercise intensity, which requires expensive equipment and has measurements (VO₂ or ventilatory thresholds) dependent on calibration procedures [21, 22] and the use of HR monitors to regulate exercise intensity, devices that are not accessible to the general population, especially in developing countries. Although digitalis palpation of superficial arteries may be an alternative and less expensive tool to the use of HR monitors, most individuals have shown poor ability to self-monitor and self-regulate their exercise intensity by this method, which has partially contributed to the high rate of dropout from exercise programmes [39]. In contrast, the lack of difference in HR and walking/running speed during HIT prescribed and regulated by HR or RPE observed in the present study makes the RPE scale an alternative and attractive option to prescribe and self-regulate HIT in healthy individuals, and is corroborated by its association with HR, VO₂, and lactate and ventilatory thresholds during exercise testing [23-27]. The usefulness of RPE for prescribing and self-regulating CME in different populations has been shown in previous studies [30-32]. For example, in a study with 44 chronic heart failure patients, the RPE scale proved to be useful for prescribing and self-regulating land and water based CME [30]. In another study analysing HR, blood lactate and speed during treadmill and field running at three different intensities monitored and regulated by the RPE scale showed that this tool is effective and reproducible for monitoring and regulating steady-state running in physically active individuals [31]. The results of the present study are consistent with the above-mentioned studies with CME and confirm our hypothesis that the RPE scale may be a useful tool for prescribing and self-regulating HIT in young sedentary subjects.

The body of evidence showing the fitness and health-related benefits of aerobic exercise training for adults is indisputable [1-7, 37]. Although HIT has been used for several decades by athletes and coaches to improve exercise performance [40], its ability to improve health-related variables in healthy subjects and in individuals with chronic diseases has recently generated new interest. In this context, we and others have shown that HIT is more effective than CME for improving endothelial function in healthy subjects [8] and individuals with metabolic syndrome [11] or chronic heart failure [12], for reducing arterial stiffness in hypertensive [14] and normotensive individuals at high risk for hypertension [8], for improving insulin sensitivity and fasting insulin in healthy [13] and metabolic syndrome subjects [11], for reversing left ventricular remodelling in heart failure patients [12], for improving markers of sympathetic activity in normotensive individuals at high risk for hypertension [8, 9], and for inducing fat loss and reducing central body fat (despite lower total energy expenditure during an exercise session) in healthy women [13]. In addition, the greater efficiency of HIT over CME in improving cardiorespiratory fitness in healthy [8, 9] and chronic disease populations [10-12] may have important implications for preventing premature mortality in the general population and in patients with cardiometabolic diseases [8, 10, 12], because out of all established risk factors, low cardiorespiratory fitness seems to be the strongest predictor of mortality [41].

In this context, the results of the present study may have important clinical implications. The lack of significant differences observed in HR response and walking/running speed between HIT sessions prescribed and regulated by HR or RPE suggests that RPE may be a useful tool for prescribing and self-regulating HIT. Given the high cost and low access of the methods commonly used to prescribe HIT [8-12, 14, 16, 17], and the above-mentioned higher health-related benefits of HIT, the use of the simple and inexpensive tool that is the RPE scale to prescribe and self-regulate HIT may increase access and adherence to this exercise modality and, consequently, increase benefits to the general population. In this context, future multicenter randomized controlled trials focused on analysing adherence and health-related benefits of RPE-prescribed and self-regulated HIT in healthy subjects and populations with chronic diseases are welcome.

The main limitations of the present study include its design, where the use of a single session of RPE-prescribed and self-regulated HIT does not allow one to state that the present results would persist after a long period of training. However, the initial step to evaluate the response to any exercise intervention is to analyse the acute responses that this intervention produces, and training studies may not be justified without demonstrating an efficient acute response first. Moreover, a number of studies have shown that RPE association with exercise intensity remains stable regardless of training and health status [25, 27-29] and is sensitive to training-induced threshold changes [26], suggesting that the results of the present study may persist after periods of training. Another limitation is that only sedentary, young and healthy subjects were studied, which does not guarantee similar results in older individuals or populations with chronic disease, mainly populations under use of medications that affect the cardiovascular and/or respiratory response to exercise. Future studies with these populations are thus necessary.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, no significant differences were observed in HR response and walking/running speed between HIT sessions prescribed and regulated by HR or RPE in sedentary young subjects. This finding suggests that the 6-20 RPE scale may be a useful tool for prescribing and self-regulating HIT in this population.
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